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Design Relations is a London Based Agency helping brands to connect with Architects and
Interior Designer.
At Design Relations, we work with brands who are not only being environmentally responsible
though are actively making changes so they have less of an environmental impact.
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Bend Goods is a Los Angeles based design and manufacturing company. Their philosophy
has always been to design pieces that are equally as beautiful as they are functional.
All of their designs are hand bent and spot welded using recyclable metals before being
electroplated or powder coated with durable and eco-friendly materials.

INDOOR & OUTDOOR
All powder coated pieces from the collection are
suitable for both indoor and outdoor environments.
Galvanisation of all materials before finishes are
applied helps fight corrosion for added durability
and longevity.

COMMERCIAL GRADE
Their contract grade and BIFMA tested products are
versatile enough to fit into any interior or exterior
setting. From a residential backyard to a five-star
restaurant, Bend pieces can blend seamlessly into
the most modern and/or distinctly traditional of
spaces
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Bend Goods design and manufacture wire bent furniture and accessories, here are a few
of our favourite Bend pieces. For the full collection please visit www.bendgoods.com

Cono Table in Black

The Bunny Lounge in Gold

Wall Arrow in Orange

Sweet Stool in Aqua

EUROPEAN

WAREHOUSE.

Bend Goods are opening their first warehouse in Europe in July 2018.
Trade and Wholesale Price lists and colour swatches available on request.
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METHOD

RECYCLING

Method are the makers of visible, flexible and beautiful recycling bins, designed for modern
workplaces. They believe that better work place habits create a better world.
It is time for a new Method – a visible, beautiful, and effective system of change.

REVOLUTIONISED OFFICE RECYCLING
Their adaptable recycling stations move and grow
as your needs change. Reimagined waste stream
colours that complement your aesthetic, while
meeting industry requirements.
Three years of research, design and development,
their award-winning bin is changing modern
workplaces.

SUSTAINABILITY SOLUTIONS
The world’s most influential businesses are
diverting more waste from landfill with Method.
They have been the long-term sustainability
solution for Wellington Airport, Xero, Canva,
Sydney Cricket Ground, and many more.
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CONTACT.

Design Relations Ltd

London, UK

+44 (0)7500949434

twitter.com/designrelations

hello@designrelations.co.uk

instagram.com/designrelations

www.designrelations.co.uk

